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What is Machine Unlearning (MU)?
l Eliminate undesirable data influence (e.g., 

sensitive or illegal information) and associated 
model capabilities, while maintaining utility.

l Applications: Removing sensitive data
information, copyright protection, harmful
content degeneration, etc.
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Experiment Results Highlights

Figure 3. Examples of generated images using SDs w/ and w/o MU. The unlearning methods 
include ESD[2], FMN[3], and SalUn. Each column represents generated images using 

different SDs with the same prompt (denoted by Pi) and the same seed. 

Figure 1. The gaps with respect 
to Retrain increase as forgetting 
data amount increases.

Figure 2. Performance of MU methods in classification is not 
preserved in diffusion generation.

Overview of Saliency-based Unlearning

How to Evaluate MU’s Performance?

Challenge: How to define “code perturbation”?

Program (P):

1
Computation efficiency

2

Preserved 
model utility

l Testing accuracy of 
“unlearned” model

l Fréchet inception 
distance

3

Unlearning efficacy
Whether or not truly remove 
impact of unlearned data points?
l membership inference attack
l accuracy on unlearned data 

points

Limitations of Current MU Methods
l Retrain model from scratch 

over retaining dataset 
(after removing data to be 
unlearned) is considered as 
optimal MU method, but 
lacks training efficiency.

l Approximate MU methods
lack stability(Figure 1) 
and generality (Figure 2) 
compared to Retrain.

l Weight saliency is used to identify model weights
contributing the most to the model output.

l Utilize weight saliency to identify the weights that are 
sensitive to the forgetting data/class/concept.

l Gradient-based weight saliency map.

l Integrate weight saliency with random labeling
(RL) provides a promising MU solution.

l Classification: SalUn assigns a random image label to a forgetting 
data point and then fine-tunes the salient weights on the 
randomly labeled forget set.

l Generation: SalUn associates the forgetting concept, represented 
by the prompt condition c with a misaligned image xʹ that does 
not belong to the concept c.

Table 1. Performance summary of various MU methods (including SalUn, l1-sparse[1] and 8 other baselines)  for image classification 
in two unlearning scenarios, 10% random data forgetting and 50% random data forgetting. The result format is given by a±b, with 

mean a and standard deviation b over 10 independent trials. A performance gap against Retrain is provided in (•).  

Figure 4. Results on classifier-free guidance 
DDPM on CIFAR-10. Each row represents 

a class. The forgetting class ‘airplane’ 
is marked with a red color.

l Data-wise forgetting in image classification

l Concept-wise forgetting in image generation: Eliminate the NSFW 
(not safe for work) concepts, inappropriate image prompts (I2P)

l Class-wise forgetting in image 
generation: forget class ‘airplane’
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